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Develop collective production or processing facilities 
 

This sheet presents a support mechanism for agricultural development. 
This is a subsidy for collective investments for infrastructure for the production,  

processing, storage and marketing of food.

PRODUCER

LOCAL SOLUTION 

LOCAL EXPERIENCE

LES HALLS-RELAIS AGRICOLES 
 Wallonia has adopted a proactive approach to provi-
ding support for the development of short food supply chains 
that are conducive to sustainable development and the main-
tenance of a family-based, food-producing and cost-effective 
system of farming. Wallonia prioritises a cooperative model 
for producers. It makes it possible to pool investment costs 
and risks, facilitate the complementary relationship of each 
co-operator’s know-how and commitment. 

 The development of local “agricultural relay hall” 
projects from 2011 onwards reflects the Walloon Region’s 
role in facilitating the deployment of a network of proces-
sing facilities thanks to a public aid. Agricultural Relay Hall 
aid is meant to support initiatives proposed by producer 
organisations, co-operatives, promotion organisations and 
public authorities for farm produce development, proces-
sing, storage, packaging and/or marketing. 

 This aid has a maximum of 200 000 euros and covers 
running and investments costs and costs for hiring a consul-
tant. It gives a boost to projects while creating a local dyna-
mic between several producers. The Walloon Region is also 
aiming to have a positive impact on agricultural employment 
building first-stage product processing and diversification 
tools and relocating production. 

 “New poultry and rabbit abattoir run by an agricul-
tural co-operative” or “shared organic fruit and vegetable 
processing workshop” are examples of projects. Other exa-
mple: three farmers have initiated: «The Cereal Barn» which 
aims at reating a building for storage, first-stage and possibly 
second-stage processing (Biscuit and pasta-making) of orga-
nic cereals from the Haute-Sûre Forêt d’Anlier Natural Park 
area. 



MA TO DO LIST

FICHE OUTIL 1 - CONNECT SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

FOR LOCAL INSTITUTION

FOR THE PRODUCER

• Define a global political strategy to support producer’s networks and infrastructure enabling food product development, processing, 
storage, packaging and/or marketing ............................................................................................................................................................

• Build a budget (For example, €15 million for the Walloon Investment Plan for the 2019-2024 period) .......................................................
• Organize calls for projects targeting specific sectors: regulations of fundings, maximum amouts, eligibility rules, support for writing 

application, selection criteria .........................................................................................................................................................................

• Draft an application composed of:  
-  The project and call priority relationship  ............................................................................................................................................................
- Project description: location, partners, farmers involved, type of products; ......................................................................................................
-  A socio-economic analysis of the area: what are the needs of farmers, processors, distributors and consumers?; what opportunities have 

been identified in terms of farm produce to be developed, potential markets,...?; what partnerships or complementary relationships are  
already in place or are due to be developed with other short supply chain  ......................................................................................................

-  Detailed description of the planned investment: physical and technical characteristics of the agricultural relay hall, making a distinction 
between the property component (purchase, construction, renovation) of the building to be used for the agricultural relay hall’s activities 
and the non-property component (purchase) of the equipment and movable material required for its operations; ........................................

-  The description of the ARH’s (day-to-day) technical management method: the general technical management principles and methods the 
sponsor will apply on a day-to-day basis to guarantee the optimum operation of the ARH’s activities, coordination with user farmers and 
consumers, and how farmers will be involved in this management and decision-making (governance) process;  .............................................

-  A draft business plan: economic and financial projections to assess the short and medium-term viability of the agricultural relay hall  
project;  ................................................................................................................................................................................................................

-  A risk analysis: identifying the main risks (at least 3) that could compromise or disrupt the implementation of the ARH project. The likelihood 
of occurrence and the impact (severity) of each identified risk on the project should be specified;  .................................................................

- A detailed work plan ............................................................................................................................................................................................
-  The ARH project’s budget estimate and financing plan: LEADER fundings or other European or regional funds, crowdfunding ....................
-  The draft rules of procedure for the ARH, which must at a minimum include: access to all users who can demonstrate their status as farmers; 

the scope of the movable and immovable facilities associated with the agricultural relay hall in question; the objectives of the agricultural 
relay hall; the governance model; farmers’ involvement in this governance; the financial and access conditions for farmers to use or supply 
the agricultural relay hall; the definition of the responsibilities of all stakeholders and the necessary insurance undertakings ........................
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